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Background: Non-Uniform all-to-all communication allows each 
process to send different amounts of data to all other processes. 
However, it is difficult to scale and optimize due to its global and 
non-uniform nature.

General implementation: spread-out algorithm.

It takes (P-1) (linear in number of processes) communication steps.

Motivation: Linear-complexity performs poorly when applications are 
deployed on large number of cores. Meanwhile, there is no logarithmic 
non-uniform all-to-all algorithm that has been adopted by MPI 
libraries. We are investigating the possibility of expanding the 
logari thm Bruck algori thm for non-uniform al l - to-al l 
communication.

Bruck Algorithm
Bruck’s algorithm is a classic uniform all-to-all algorithm that reduces 
the communication steps from P to log(P).

It contains the following three phases:

It is achieved by transmitting an overall larger amount of data but over 
a smaller number of iterations.
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Hence, the Bruck algorithm performs well for short message 
transmission, which is dominated by latency.

Latency

Transfer time per bytes

Basic Bruck:

Modified Bruck (eliminating the final rotation phase):

Zero Rotation Bruck (eliminating the both rotation phases):

Rotating data 
per process in 
different order 

Using a rotation index array 
instead of rotating actual data

When𝑃 = 256 and 𝑃 = 4,096, ZeroRotationBruck is 39.64% and 7.13% faster 
than BasicBruck, and 18.80% and 0.83% faster than ModifiedBruck. 

Non-uniform Padded Burck
Padded Bruck converts a non-uniform all-to-all problem into a 
uniform all-to-all problem through padding—a natural extension. 

It contains the following three phases:

The two-phase Bruck algorithm performs 
a coupled two-phase data exchange — a 
meta-data exchange followed by actual 
data transfer. 

Bruck’s algorithm fails to 
support messages of varying 
sizes for two main reasons. 

This algorithm does not increase the latency cost. 

(𝐼 : rotation index array, C: sendcounts array, S: send buffer (data), 𝑅: receive buffer, 𝑊 : working buffer.) 

Figure: Exchanging data-blocks at communication step 𝑘 = 0. 

Meta-data transmission 
transmits the size of each data-
block, allowing each process to 
be aware of how many bytes it 
will receive in each intermediate 
communication step.

Data transmission employs a  
large monolithic working buffer 
to hold all received data-blocks, 
and omits both initial and final 
rotations by using the ideas of 
Zero-rotation Bruck algorithm. 
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Supercomputers (Theta, Cori and Stampede):

Data scaling (data block size (N) following the continuous uniform distribution): 
Weak scaling (N=64 bytes, Cori(top), Stampede (down)): 

Sensitivity analysis (examine our algorithm behaves with slight variations in data load) 

Standard distributions (two power-law and one normal distributions ) 

P:8192, exp-base: 0.99P:8192, exp-base: 0.999

P:8192,          to +−3σ 3σ

Performance model:

The performance model 
can be used to answer 
questions such as, with P 
= 300 and N = 400, 
should we use the Padded 
Bruck, or Cray’s 
MPI_Alltoallv? 

Conclusion: In this paper, we demonstrate several instances where 
our two-phase and padded Bruck outperforms the vendor-optimized 
version. To show the generalizability of our algorithm, we conducted 
experiments on the Theta, Cori and Stampede2 supercomputers. As 
shown in figures, our algorithm outperforms the vendor-optimized 
implementation on all machines. 
Future work: More work need to do done to develop a more rigorous 
performance model that generalizes the usability of the two-phase 
Bruck algorithm for multiple HPC systems and different workloads. 
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